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ABSTRACT

The playing of stringed instruments can be notated with symbolic tablatures, indicating for each note, the string, and the position on the fretboard at which it has to be played. We propose an encoding for tablatures in which the hand position on the fretboard is encoded to ease computational analysis and generation of guitar music. We analyze a corpus of 1022 guitar tablatures in standard tuning that were accurately transcribed in the corpus MySongBook, spanning metal, rock, pop, jazz/blues, and baroque/classical/romantic repertoires. We show how some of the proposed encodings reveal relevant statistics and some invariance properties on such guitar music. We show study unusual guitarist gestures around the G/B string pair due to its interval of major third, compared to the perfect fourth between other adjacent pairs of strings. We study the corpus across genres and textures (rhythm and lead parts) and how same relative chord positions are used along the fretboard. We distribute sets of 1000 most frequent vectors in different encodings for these five music genres.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Manually plucked stringed instruments were already present about 5,000 years ago in Egypt and then more widely around the Mediterranean. In Europe and the Middle East, there were several types of lutes1 in the Middle Ages, and the vihuela in Spain, in 15th and 16th centuries. The Spanish word guiterna was used as early as in the 14th century, but the ancestors of guitars as we know them appeared in the 16th century. The first electric guitars date from the beginning of the 20th century. The sound is still being produced by acoustic vibrations, but they are now amplified by a pickup.

Classical and then electric guitars were popularized through their use in jazz, rock and other contemporary music repertoires. Today, the guitar is one of the most played instruments, especially among

---

1 not to be confused with the lute family, family 321 of the Hornbostel-Sachs classification [24], which gathers all instruments where one or more strings are fixed in a plane parallel to a sounding board, and therefore including string instruments that are bowed, strung or plucked.
the amateur musicians, with 2 million guitars sold annually in the United States [22] and probably more than 200 million guitarists worldwide.

All of these instruments include several strings, each tuned to a specific pitch. Today most guitars have six strings tuned to pitches E₃, A₃, D₄, G₄, B₄, and E₅. As with any instrument, the very construction of the guitar influences the music that is played. This article focuses on tablatures that describe such playing.

1.1 Tablatures

A number of musical instruments offer to the performer different options for playing one same note. With keyboard instruments, one has to choose which finger to put on the key. On (multi-)stringed instruments, the musician can play most of the notes on different strings and in different positions: They therefore have to choose the string and the finger.

We today call tablatures forms of music notation that lay out some of these performance details, thus freeing the musician from some decisions. The first tablatures, designed to indicate fingers on notes played by keyboard instruments (organ, then harpsichord), probably appeared in the Middle Ages. Tablature notations were then mainly developed for the instruments with plucked strings – lute and viola da mano, and later guitars – indicating the string and the position on the neck rather than the pitch of the note.

With the emergence of musical printing, tablatures became quite widespread. The very first instrumental music that Ottaviano Petrucci printed in Venice in 1507 included a collection of lute tablatures – the Intabolatura de lauto, arrangements by Francesco Spinacino of vocal pieces [6]. Lute tablatures were then written from top to bottom, from the lowest-sounding to the highest-sounding, in the form of horizontal lines (Figure 1, top). The numbers written on these lines indicate at which fret the string has to be plucked to produce the desired note. Today, most guitar tablatures represent the strings from bottom to top (Figure 1, middle and bottom, and Figure 2, left column).

Representing music in tablature highlights the quasi-isomorphism of the guitar. The same pattern, melodic or harmonic, can be played:

- at different positions on the fretboard (when it does not include any open strings);
- or even on different strings. Indeed, with the standard tuning (E₃ A₃ D₄ G₄ B₄ E₅), there is a perfect fourth between two successive strings (except between the G₄ and B₄ strings, where there is a major third).

A tablature can also bear information about the musical style as some guitarists tend to favor selected positions over others [14]. Tablatures may also contain additional musical content in addition to pitch and frets, such as the prescriptive symbols for bends, slides, hammer-on, and pull-off, palm mute, and let ring. Such playing techniques largely contribute to musical style.

1.2 Research in Computer Music, Guitar Music, and Tablatures

Guitar music gives rise to various research questions in computer music and more specifically in MIR (Music Information Retrieval). A number of works deal with audio data, including effect detection [19], playing technique analysis [12, 20], solo detection [7, 16], and automatic audio transcription to tablature [11, 25, 27].

Research topics in tablature symbolic representations include automatic fingering, understood as score to tablature, that is determining the string/frets combinations, but not the actual selection of fingers. They use genetic algorithms [23] or machine learning techniques and representations such as Markov models [10] and n-grams [15]. Other works focus on tablature generation by assembling licks with integer programming [5] or generating patterns using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [14]. Note that music generation systems not taking into account the construction of an instrument might create music that is not playable.

Guitar tablature data are also used in other MIR tasks like chord analysis [17] or guitar identification [3]. The singular pitch topology of the fretboard has inspired some more theoretical researches trying either to generalize this concept through a transformational approach [4] or to develop a dedicated notational system with Klumpenhouwer networks [21].

The guitar plays an essential role in pop/rock music, and a number of researches have therefore focused on this repertoire. Related to the present work, the principle of affordance and its impact on guitar performance and composition has been a particular subject of attention [18, 28].

1.3 Overview

How to efficiently represent and encode guitar tablatures for computer music analysis and generation? We study several encodings of guitar tablatures (Section 2) elaborated for machine learning manipulation, in particular by taking into account the position of the hand on the fretboard that we call RootFret. We provide a parser to load Guitar Pro GPIF files as python music21 objects. By analyzing a corpus with more than 1000 pieces and 5 millions of notes (Section 3), we show that these encodings allow us to retrieve certain musical properties on notes and chords across genres: Encoding relatively tablatures highlights the quasi-isomorphisms on the guitar (Section 4). We therefore believe that such encoding methods using the hand position could be useful for music information retrieval tasks in analysis and generation on guitar music (Section 5).

2 TABLATURES AS BINARY VECTORS

The usual piano-roll encodes music into two dimensions, the first one representing the pitch of the notes, the second one their onset and durations. The state of a piano-roll at a given moment (for example at each sixteenth note) can be represented by a binary vector. Each component of the vector encodes a note that can be either played (1) or not (0) at this very moment. Such a vector can be called many-hot, where zero, one, or several components can be equal to 1, as opposed to one-hot binary vectors, where one and
The A minor chord uses two open strings (underlined, A\(^1\) and E\(^3\)) and three fretted strings. The lowest string (\(\cdot\)) is not played. The C minor chord, with the index finger used to bar the strings on the third fret, reproduces the A minor chord a minor third above, again without playing the lowest string. The RelativeStringFret encoding shows thus that both chords have the same relative position (\(\cdot, 0, 2, 2, 1, 0\)). The broken chord of G minor with a D bass, in Scorpions’ Still Loving You (music: Rudolf Schenker), uses fretted strings starting from the sixth position of the fretboard, together with the open string D\(^4\). The RelativeStringFret encoding uses this high position (6) but still allows the open D string (\(\circ\)). The relative position is here the same as the one of the standard D minor chord 1 + (\(\cdot, \cdot, \circ, 1, 2, 0\)).

only one component is equal to 1. Machine learning models are generally more efficient, and require less input data, when such vectors have a limited size and when the encoding of the input data is adapted to the problem.

Our motivation here is to propose guitar-specific encodings of tablature information. Ideally, an appropriate encoding should reflect positions that can be physically played and facilitate MIR tasks relating either to analysis or generation. In the following, we call RootFret an integer denoting the hand position on the fretboard — that is most of the time the position of the index finger, even if that finger is not playing at the very moment. A RootFret of +3 means thus playing with fingers starting at the third fret — what is usually called “third position” — possibly with a bar such as with the barred C minor chord (Figure 2, middle). As an exception, the “first position”, playing at the top of the fretboard, is denoted with a RootFret of 0 (and not +1), because in that first position open strings are only 1 semitone close to fretted strings (Figure 2, top).

For the sake of simplicity, this study concerns tablatures for guitars having \(s = 6\) strings with standard tuning (E\(^3\), A\(^3\), D\(^4\), G\(^4\), B\(^5\), and E\(^5\)) and that do not require the use of a capo. As the studied corpus includes a majority of tablatures in pop/rock style for electric guitar, we systematically consider the guitar neck to have 24 frets, which is not constraining for tablatures written for guitars with less frets.

Beyond the piano roll (Pitch), we study two additional encodings of guitar tablatures, denoting strings and frets, StringFret and RelativeStringFret (Figure 2) [1]:

- **Pitch.** The usual piano-roll (here with 49 notes, four-octave range of the guitar with the standard tuning, E\(^3\) – E\(^7\)). This encoding does not indicate on which string a note is played, and is therefore not able to distinguish the playing of the same note on two different strings.

- **StringFret.** Six one-hot vectors of size 25 = \(f + 1\), representing, for each string, the 24 frets plus the open string.

- **RelativeStringFret.** One one-hot vector with the hand position RootFret (size 25 = \(f + 1\)), and six one-hot vectors of size \(h + 1\) encoding the position relatively to the RootFret. The
value $h$ is the maximum "hand span", and the +1 component encodes (not relatively) the open string, that can be used even in higher positions on the fretboard, as with the Gm/D chord on the bottom of Figure 2.

The latter encodings are more compact and more adapted to the instrument: compared to the $3^{49}$ theoretically possible vectors of the Pitch encodings, the spaces of StringFret ($25^6$ vectors) and RelativeStringFret ($25 \times (h+1)^6$ vectors) are much smaller. Note that only a small subset of the $25^6$ combinations actually appears in guitar tablatures (see Section 4.1): as a majority of these positions implies to simultaneously press the fretboard at positions that are too far apart for a hand with an average size. With small values of $h$ however, a significant proportion of the $(h+1)^6$ positions can actually be played.

The RelativeStringFret encoding accounts for the quasi-isomorphism between several positions along the fretboard (Figure 2). Any chord or pattern (such as a scale) without open string can thus be transposed by changing only the RootFret component.

Where is the hand on the neck? The guitarist generally minimizes the hand moves, having more dexterity with their fingers than with their wrist or their arm [8]. The RootFret value $r$ is estimated here by a conservative heuristic: It has the value 0 at the beginning of the piece, and, at each note, minimally changes only when its current value $r$ would not allow to play the next note or chord on the $[r, r+h]$ frets, $h$ reflecting the size of the hand.

Sustained notes. Unlike encodings describing notes one by one, each one with its own duration [9], some piano-roll and derived encodings such as Pitch do not differentiate sustained notes from re-plucked notes. For Pitch, 49 additional components are needed, indicating whether a sounding note is sustained from the past or presently attacked. For StringFret and RelativeStringFret, only 6 additional components are needed because attack and sustain are valid information for an entire string.

Table 1: Statistics on the 2.4 million non-empty vectors (without sustain information) from the MySongBook corpus. Div: Number of distinct vectors among the corpus. C10/C100: Cumulative sum of the number of occurrences of the 10/100 most frequent vectors. Unique: Vectors appearing only once in the corpus. RelativeStringFret* shows statistics on the vectors while ignoring the components encoding the hand position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>div.</th>
<th>C10</th>
<th>C100</th>
<th>unique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8768</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StringFret</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>11429</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelativeStringFret</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12616</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>43.2%</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelativeStringFret*</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4581</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Number of simultaneously played strings according to the genre and the role of the guitar. More than 80% of vectors tagged with LeadG encode a single note.

3 CORPUS

3.1 Formats for Tablatures

Many guitar players share tablatures. Tablature formats are usually dedicated to sight reading or to music software usage. The popular ASCII tabs represent tablatures using single characters such as dashes or numbers (Figure 1, bottom) [26]. More structured formats are the .gp format, produced by the company Arobas Music for the proprietary Guitar Pro software, and the .tg format for the open-source software TuxGuitar. These formats allow to represent not only the notes and frets, but also a wide range of playing techniques as those mentioned in page 85.

The .gp format is not closed-source, but is currently not documented. However, it can be imported by most tablature edition software, including Ultimate Guitar, Songsterr, Soundslice, MuseScore, TuxGuitar, and Notion. A .gp file is an archive mainly containing a text file score.gp1f, representing in XML pitch and fret information, but also playing techniques, for one or several instruments, with also the volume and associated audio effects, as well as an annotation of the overall structure of the part.

We developed a parser for such .gp files in the Python music21 library [2], available from www.algomus.fr/code. String and fret data are added to music21 streams by the attributes articulations.StringIndication and FretIndication.

3.2 The Corpus

The corpus MySongBook contains more than 2000 tablatures of different genres accurately transcribed by professional musicians hired by Arobas Music. Each transcriber is specialized in some genres. The pieces are labelled with genre tags including rock, pop, blues/jazz, metal and classical. This classification is fairly rough, as styles and playing techniques may be different between sub-styles.

https://www.mysongbook.com/transcriber-team
This is the case for the blues/jazz class, or for the classical class that includes baroque, classical, and romantic tablatures.

The pieces have been selected based on their popularity within the guitarist community: The corpus is reasonably representative of what guitarists are generally playing. Arobas Music trying to satisfy its customers. Most pieces are original works for guitar, but some are arrangements. The transcriptions are intended to be highly accurate. For example, both in Latin/jazz and pop styles, solos are transcribed note-by-note with extended information on the playing techniques. Transcribers largely refer to live video to favor original fingerings even if some other positions, possibly easier, might be found.

We focused on guitar tracks (including transcriptions of vocal parts for guitarists) with the standard tuning $E^3 A^4 D^4 G^4 B^4 E^5$, that is 2248 tracks in 1022 pieces or songs. Indeed, many pieces have several guitar tracks, with different tracks for the lead guitar(s) and the rhythm guitar(s). All of them are considered here. There are about 40% of rests in these tracks. The final corpus contains five million notes, sampled with the sixteenth note into 2,420,586 non-empty vectors. Other subdivisions could also be studied.

**Role labels.** Guitarists play different roles within a song. The *rhythm guitar* generally plays the harmony, sometimes with broken chords, or to accompany some lead instrumental or vocal part, whereas the *lead guitar* generally plays riffs and solos. We annotated measures of 169 tracks, corresponding to 50 songs and 12,891 non-empty vectors, as either RhythmG or LeadG, the latter also including some hybrid parts such as non-rhythm accompaniment parts. The RhythmG sections are prominent in the corpus, with 78% of the annotated measures.

### 3.3 Data Distribution

The raw corpus is not available due to legal constraints. However, we distribute in an open licence at [www.algomus.fr/data](http://www.algomus.fr/data) the 1000 most frequent vectors in this corpus in all encodings and according to genre tags.

### 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section shows how the proposed encodings and the corpus illustrate some properties of guitar music across different genres, including its quasi-isomorphism on the neck position and on the strings. After some generic statistics (Section 4.1), we focus on successions of single notes (Section 4.2) and on absolute and relative position of chords (Section 4.3).

#### 4.1 Vectors, Strings, and Frets

**Vector Diversity.** Table 1 shows how the proposed encodings behave over the 2.4 million vectors of the corpus. The RelativeStringFret encoding gathers more different vectors (12,616) than StringFret (11,429) because the same (absolute) position can sometimes be encoded with several different RootFret as its estimation depends on the past notes. However, when the hand position along the neck is ignored (RelativeStringFret*), the number of unique vectors falls to 4,581, showing the ability of relative encodings to compress tablature information.

**Sustained Notes, Number of Strings.** There are 34.8% of the positions which contain vectors encoding sustained notes, indicating strings which were previously sounding. Only in less than 2% of the positions, one note is actually sustained while others change. In the following, we focus on vectors without such sustain information. Figure 3 shows that the classical sub-corpus slightly favours chords with less notes (or single notes) than the other genres. The pop genre includes the most frequently chords involving more than 3 strings.

**Strings, Frets, and Hand Positions.** As expected, the notes on the lowest frets – single notes or notes belonging to a chord – are the most common ones (73% on open strings or on fret $\leq 5$, Figure 4).

Whether they are played alone or within a chord, most pitches are unaltered. On the three lowest strings, all unaltered pitches from $E^3$ to $D^4$ are at least twice as frequent as altered notes. More
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generally, the most used pitch classes are unaltered E, G, A, B, C, D (Figure 5). Five of these pitches can be played on open strings (but open strings represent only 17% of the pitches). These pitches belong to the minor pentatonic scales of A and E which are heavily used in guitar tablatures, especially in popular/rock music. They are also present in the keys of A minor, E minor, and in their relative keys G major and C major. On the contrary, the pitch F♯ (in A minor and keys “with flats”) and the pitch F♮ (in E minor and keys “with sharps”) are almost evenly represented.

Figure 6 compares, for the MelodicG section of the corpus, the heuristic estimation of the hand position with the actually played frets. Hand positions on frets 5, 7, 10, and 12 account for about 45% of the positions. Positions 5, 7, and 12 lead to transpositions by a fourth, fifth, and octave compared to the top of the fretboard and hence imply adding at most one alteration compared to the same patterns played at the top of the fretboard. Further research could investigate whether some frets tend to be played from lower positions – such as perhaps frets 9 or 10 from position 7 – thus using fingers rather than shifting the whole hand along the neck.

4.2 Single Notes

Single Notes and Lead/Rhythm Guitar. Single notes account for 47.6% of the vectors. Figure 3 further shows that, as expected, LeadG sections include almost single notes (> 90%). RhythmG sections however, include a smaller but significant number of single notes (43%), notably in broken chords or on bass notes that are strummed in isolation.

Intervals on Same and Adjacent Strings. Figure 7 shows which (relative) frets are used when one plays two successive notes on the same or on two adjacent strings. On same strings, beyond repetitions of the same fret, that account for 46% of these notes, shifts −2 and +2 (major seconds) are favored. On adjacent strings, this confirms that guitarist perform unusual gestures around the G/B pair (compared to other adjacent pairs of strings), due to the interval of major third (compared to the perfect fourth between other adjacent pairs of strings). For example, when going from one note on the G string to another note on the B string, the shift

Figure 7: Fret shifting while playing two successive single notes on the same string (top) or on two adjacent strings (bottom). For each string or pair of strings, N is the number of such successions. The circled values highlight shifts on adjacent strings where there is more than a 15% difference between their ratio and the average of the ratios of the other strings: Only shifts between the adjacent strings G♯ and B♯ are concerned.

+2 (augmented fourth) is rare while the shift +3 (perfect fifth) is favored, contrarily to the other pairs of strings (+2: perfect fifth, favored, and +3: augmented fifth, more rare).

4.3 Chords: Absolute and Relative Positions

2- and 3-note Chords. Between chords with two or three strings, the most frequent chord is the power chord “5” with only a fifth (such as E A), or a fifth then a fourth (E A E). The fourth chord (“4”, only a fourth and no fifth nor other intervals) is also very frequent (Figure 8, top). More generally, chords without a third, weakening or preventing a “tonal feel”, are very common in the metal (82% of the
2- or 3-note chords) and rock (67%) genres, somewhat less common in the pop (52%) and blue/jazz (54%), and far less common in the classical genre (22%). Limiting the chord to such components can be explained in by the use of distortion effects that add a lot of partials to the sound [13], especially used when metal/rock guitarists play power or fourth chords at lower positions.

On the contrary, reflecting classical harmony, 2- or 3-notes chords in the classical genre are most of the time thirds or sixths, possibly doubled (53% of these chords, compared to between 10% and 20% in the other genres).

4-, 5-, and 6-note Chords. Chords played on four strings at least account for 19.4% of the vectors, and 56% of these chords have at least one open string (data not shown).

Major chords are the most common of these chords (Figure 8, bottom). The diminished seventh chord is noteworthy, accounting for 4.9% of the “classical” genre (including romantic pieces), 0.4% in the jazz/blues, and less than 0.1% in the other genres.

Comparing the most frequent vectors in RelativeStringFret and RelativeStringFret\* illustrates the quasi-isomorphism of the guitar. The most frequent chord position between chords with at least four strings, unexpectedly, is a strict subset of the standard position for A major (Figure 9), without the highest sounding open string E\(^5\). We call [A\(^*\)] this “incomplete” position (9.05% of such vectors) – note that the transcribers of MySongBook usually favor the accuracy of the voicing and fingering over the usage of standard or easier chords.

The complete standard position [A] appears only at rank seven (2.83%). We see three possible reasons for favoring the incomplete position:

- This position still includes a full major triad, with a major third in the upper voice (for the A\(^*\) chord, a C\#\(^5\) on the B string). This third interval between the lowest and the highest sounding string gives a better voicing than the fifth E\(^5\) of the complete position;

- In the rhythm accompaniment parts, chords are sometimes played omitting the highest string, in order to maintain accompaniment in a register distinct from that of the melody;

- Some guitarists are accustomed to fret the three strings located on the same fret with the ring finger alone. This makes this position more accessible, especially when playing standing up, but makes it harder to play the highest string (Figure 10).

As expected, many of the most frequent positions can be easily transposed on the fretboard (Figure 9). This is the case of the relative position [E] which groups together 7.52% of these vectors, including the open chord E (2.34%), the barre chord F (1.84%) as well as the other barre chords on that position. This is also the case for [A], [Am], and [Em], and for related incomplete positions. On the contrary, other open chords are more difficult to transpose as barre chords, as the [D] which groups 4.94% of the vectors, almost all of which (4.91%) being the open D chord. A similar phenomenon is observed for the relative positions [C] and [G].

Figure 8: Frequencies of chords in several genres, considering chords with 2 or 3 strings (top), or with 4, 5, or 6 strings (bottom), and gathered into families: major, minor, thirds and sixths, chords without thirds. After each genre is displayed the number of pieces in that genre. To allow to compare more precisely less frequent chords, data over 20% concerning the most frequent chord are split on several lines.
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Further research could propose more accurate models to estimate the RootFret value to minimize hand movements over the whole piece, and study this corpus according to more functional or stylistic categories. It could be worth to enlarge the corpus, and also to study hand and finger positions when playing with other tunings, or on other corpora for string instruments, fretted or non-fretted. The distributions of notes and chords could also be compared to other corpora for string instruments, fretted or non-fretted. The hand and finger positions when playing with other tunings, or on other corpora for string instruments, fretted or non-fretted. The representations and encodings are not limited to this study but could be extended to other instruments as well. The future work could be to study the reported observations specific point guitar players may think according to such moveable patterns.

We studied guitar music through encodings adapted to the transpositional invariance along the fretboard. The RelativeStringFret encoding offers a compressed representation of guitar tablature information, as the same chord positions are used along the fretboard. Statistics using this encoding confirm the quasi-isomorphism of the guitar, as some aspects of the guitar repertoire and its harmonies, notably on the usages of frets and on some chords depending on the genres. Unaltered pitches are favored and the most used relative chord positions can be easily transposed.

This representation of tablatures in such compact binary vectors may be a good encoding to ease machine learning for both analysis and generation tasks. The vectors we distribute for each genre may give additional insights in the analysis, comparison or learning of styles.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We studied guitar music through encodings adapted to the transpositional invariance along the fretboard. The RelativeStringFret encoding offers a compressed representation of guitar tablature information, as the same chord positions are used along the fretboard. Statistics using this encoding confirm the quasi-isomorphism of the guitar, as some aspects of the guitar repertoire and its harmonies, notably on the usages of frets and on some chords depending on the genres. Unaltered pitches are favored and the most used relative chord positions can be easily transposed.

This representation of tablatures in such compact binary vectors may be a good encoding to ease machine learning for both analysis and generation tasks. The vectors we distribute for each genre may give additional insights in the analysis, comparison or learning of styles.

Figure 9: Most frequent positions implying at least four strings encoded with RelativeStringFret (top, absolute positions) and RelativeStringFret* (bottom, relative positions, with omission of the RootFret value), with their number of occurrences and the ratio of their occurrences in the corpus. Positions notated with a star, like A’, are “incomplete”, meaning that at least one string could be added (most of time the top string) to get another usual position. Underlined positions are discussed in Section 4.3.

Figure 10: A C major chord on the third position, where the ring finger alone is on three frets.


